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Abstract 

This paper explores the flow of dusty . fluid over a 
stretching rotating disk with thermal radiation. Fur-
ther, the convective boundary condition is consi~ered 
in this modeling. The described governing· equations 
are reduced to ordinary differential equations by using 
apt similarity transformations and then they are nu-

~- merically solved using· "Runge-Kutta'-"~elilberg-45 
scheme. To gain a clear understanding of the current 
boundary layer flow problem, the graphical results of · 
the velocity and thermal profiles, shear stresses at the . 
disk, and Nusselt number are drawn. Results reveal 
that the increase in the value of the porosity parameter 
re~uces the velocity of both particle and ij:uid P,llases. 
The increase in: the value of the Bfot numtier 1mproves 
the tempez:ature gradient of both particle .aqd fluid 
phases. The rise in the value of the· radiation parameter 
advances the heat transference of both phases. The rise 
in the value of the Biot number improves the rate of 

f li~titransfei. _:Firially, increasing"-th€ ,;vali.ietof,ftliif ta- . 
diation parameter improves the rate of heat transfer. 
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1. Introduction 
The investigation on the fluid flows with the suspen-
sion of particles has received substantial consideration 
because of its various applications in several problems 
related to physiological, atmospheric and engineering 
fields. Flow of blood in arteries, transport of sus-
pended powdered materials through pipes, propul-
sion-combustion in rockets and motion of aerosols in 
the upper atmosphere are some of the renowned 
examples. In order to solve some complications found 
in the flow of dusty fluids, many researchers have 
considered some assumptions. The dust particles are 
expected to be spherical in shape and are undeform-
able. The scrutiny of fluids flow with particles suspen-
sion would benefit to examine the accumulation and 
impingement of dust particles close to the walls. 
Recently, Datta and Mishra (1) examined the bound-
ary layer flow of dusty liquid on a flat geometry. 
Manjunatha et al. [2] expounded the non-linear heat 
sink/source impact on dusty liquid flow past a 
stretchy surface. Turkyilmazoglu [3] delineated the 

dusty liquid stream past a stretch disk with rotation. 
Kumar et al. (4] elucidated the non-Fourier heat flux 
impact on dusty hybrid nanofluid stream past a 
stretchy surface. Radhika et al. (5) inspected the dusty 
liquid stream between dual stretchable rotating disks. 
Mondal et al. (6) expounded the radiation effect on 
dusty nanoliquid over a permeable stretchy sheet. 
Reddy et al. (7] elucidated the flow of dusty liquid 
with nanoparticles suspension above a stretchy sur-
face. Ramzan et al. [8] elucidated the magnetohydro-
dynamic dusty Casson nanofluid flow with non-linear 
heat source/sink over a stretching cylinder. Anuar 
et al. (9) explicated the heat transfer analysis in dusty 
hybrid nanoliquid flow instigated by a stretchy sheet. 
Eid and Mahood (10] deliberated the carbon nanotube 
(CNT) based dusty nanoliquid flow past a surface. 

The flow of nanoliquids with the suspension of 
nanoparticles having pure carbon has gained much 
attention in the research area. Some of the nanopar-
ticles having pure carbon are the pure chain of carbon 
particles while others are the combination of carbon 
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Abstract-The molecular structure of 2-chloro-3-( I '-napthyl)-5,5-dimcthyl-2- cyclohexenone was deter-
mined by single crystal X-my diffraction The compound crystallized in a monoclinic system, space group P21/c. 
The Cg! ring in the molecule was puckered and showed an e1\velope (1 E) conformation. The crystal packing 
of molecules , stabilized due to a weak intermolecular C-H--·O interaction. is built into an independent 
infinite one -dimensional polymeric chain along 1001] direction. Intermolecular interactions were explored 
using Hirshfe-ld surfaces with different mapped prope11ies. The enrichment ratios (Exy) were calculated to 
umkrstand the crystal packing propensity. In addition, the energy of intennolccular interaction was deter-
mined using three-dimensional models or the interaction energy density and wave functions MP2/6-
31 I G(d,p), DFT/6-3J'G(d) and D3LYP/6-31 G(d,p) of the monomer. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development of organic compot;nds with new 

molecu.lar structures is vital to comply with social 
demands in the light of various biological activities. 
Naphthalene is one such important organic com-
pound consisting of a pair of benzene rings. It was 
Jb!ained from coal tar and was discovered by Alexan-
der Garden in 1819 [!]. Derivatives of naphthalene 
exhibit the most remarkable clinical activity, including 
anticancer [2], tubulin inhibitor [3], antidiabetic [4], 
antipsychotic, anticonvulsant [51, antincurodcgcncra-
tive [ 6]. antidepressant [7], antitumour I 81, antiangio-
genic [9). antimicrobial [JO]. Rifampicin is an antibi-

201 

otic and also contains a naphthalene moiety I 111. In 
the title molecule, the cyclohexenone ring is substi-
tuted at the meta-position of the naphthalene ring sys-
tem. The literature studies show that cyclohexenone is 
also one of the organic compounds with promising 
therapeutic effects, such as fungicidal, antimicrobial 
[121, antibacterial, etc. [ 13]. A literatmc review on 
organic compounds with medicinal values shows that 
the incorporation of oxygen/nitrogen/sulphur-like 
nuclei into the ring system enhances the biological 
potency through proper binding affinity for host can-
didates [14]. Thus, the presence of two different 
nuclei, along with the hetero- and halogen-functional 
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Abstract: Let G be a graph with vertex set V and edg~ set E. Let g be a labeling 
from E to { +, -}. The edge labeling g induces a vertex labeling h : V { +, - } 
defined by h(v) = TI g(uv) for u in N(v), where N(v) is the set of vertices adjacent 
to v. Let e(+) = card{e EE: g(e) = +}, e(-) = card{e EE : g(e) =-}and 
v(+) = card{v EV : h(v) = +}, v(-) = card{v EV: h(v) = -}. A labeling 
g is said to be sign friendly if I e( +) - e( - ) I~ 1. The sign balanced index set 
(SBIS) of a graph G is defined by {Iv(+) -v(-) I: the edge labeling g is sign 
friendly}. In this paper we completely determine the sign balanced index sets of 
some important family of graphs. 

Keywords and Phrases: Edge labeling, sign-friendly, sign balance index set. 

2020 Mathematics Subject Classification: 05C78. 

1. Introduction 
A graph labeling is an assignment of integers to the vertices or edges or both, 

subject to certain conditions. Graph labelings were first introduced in the mid 
19G0's. Graph labeling was used in many applications like coding theory, x-ray 
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Abstract 

For a simple graph G = E(G) , V(G) and Z2 = {O, I}. Let f be labeled from E to Z2,ie JE----+ Z:zso that the the 
edge tags are O or I. Edges labeled I are known as I-edges labeled O are known as 0-edges. Labeling of the 
edges f leads to labeling of the vertex J* : v ----+ z2 defined by · 

f'(v) = { number of I-edges incident on v is odd, 
number of I-edges incident on vis even. 

For i E Z2 let er(i) = e(i) = card{e E £: f(e) = i} and v1(i) = v(i) = card{v EV: f*(v) = i}. if I e(O)-e(I) I~ I 
then a labeling f is said to be edge-friendly. The J - edge balance index set ( OEBI) of a graph G is defined 
by {I vr(O)- vr( I) I : the edge labeling f is edge-friendly}. This paper deals with the existence of the I-edge 
balance index sets of c,, x h DSC and RC. 
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Edge-friendly, I-edge balance index set, Edge labeling. 
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1. Introduction 
A graphical label is an allotment of integers at the vertices or 
edges or both, subject to certain conditions.Graphical labeling 
Varieties have been studied by many authors [5. 15] and serve 
as useful templates for wide range of applications. 

Cahit [5] has introduced a cordial labeling as a variation of 
both graceful and smooth labeling. He [6] proved that every 
tree is cordial, K,, is cordial if and only if n :S 3, K

111
,,, is cordial 

for all 111 and n, the friendship graph C;' 1 is cordial if and only 
if t ¢. 2(mod4 ), all fans are cordial. Chartrand, Lee and Zhang 

©2021 MJM. 

[7] introduced the notation of uniform cordiality. They proved 
that if n = 3 and G = K3, or II is even and G = K1.,,-1 if 
and only if a connected graph of order 11 :S 2 is uniformly 
cordial. Prajapathi and Gujjar [14] provided results about 
existence of cordial labeling of graphs obtained from paths, 
cycles, flower graphs, sunflower graphs, flower snarks, lotus 
inside a circle graph, helms. closed helms, armed helms and 
webs by the duplication of vertices and edges. Seoud et al. 
[16] proved that following graphs are cordial: Ku,

111
,
11 

when 
mn is even; P,11 + K1. 11 if II is even or n is odd and (m fc 2); the 
conjunction graph P4 A C11 is cordial if n is even; and the join 
of the one-point union of two copies of C,, and K1. Modha and 
Kanani [ 13] prove the following graphs are k-cordial: P,

11 
x Ck, 

P,11 x Ck+ 1, P,,, x Ck+3 for all odd k and m 2': 2 and P,,, x C2k - I 

for all odd k, m 2: 2 and m fc tk. Hovey [ I OJ has introduced a 
k-cordial as simultaneous generalization of harmonious and 
cordial labeling. He proved that the following graphs are 
k-cordial: caterpillars for all k, all trees fork = 3. 4, 5, odd 
cycles with pendent edges attached for all k, cycles for all odd 
k, fork even, C2mk+ j when O :S j + 2 and when k < j < 2k; 
k,,,k if and only if 111 = I and k111 is 3- cordial. 
Lee and Ng [ 11] introduced a friendly index set and obtained 
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l . lntroduction 

In chemotherapy, an effective drug molecule should be capable of 
O racling with a target protein in the body to reach the target receptor 
and achieve the goal of the treatment [ ! , :!]. Systematically, the medic-
inal chemist has to observe the exact contributions in which each func-
tional group makes to the relative physical and chemical properties of the 
molecule to determine how these modifications impact biological actions 
to design better medicinal agents to meet the growing challenges in 
finding selective drugs 1[3, 4, 5]. As a result, growing knowledge and 
understanding of the nature of diseases and drugs has progressively 
resulted in the intentional design, synthesis, and evaluation of candidate 
drug molecules. Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) are recognized bio-
logical objectives involved in tumor progression, innate immunity, ho-
meostatic regulation, destroy pro-apoptotic ligand delivery, and 

* Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: hnlph~ '- l e :--c,i'g111:nl.com (8.N. Lakshminarayana). 

cell-surface receptor release as well as the cleavage [G]. MMPs as in-
hibitors play significant roles in tumor treatment by promoting the 
degradation of the extracellular matrix. Therefore, the design and 
development of effective and specific inhibitor agents that target these 
enzymes are still highly pursued. Acetamide nucleus and its derivatives 
are important drugs classes in medicinal chemistry, and many com-
pounds containing benzamide show significant biological activities (7]. 
Significant attention has also been given lo acetamide molecules because 
of their broad applications as pharmaceutical agents. From both the 
theoretical and a practical perspective, their great results are highly 
encouraging to study these compounds in deeply [8]. The natural and 
synthetic compounds with acetamide nucleus exhibited diverse phar-
macological activities such as anti-cancer [9], anti-angiogenic [ I OJ, 
anti-oxidant [ I I], anti-metastasis [ 12], anti-inflammatory [ I '.1], 
anti-microbial [ l ·l ], tranquilizer [ I ~], analgesic, anti-convulsant etc. 

h1 q ,, _: do1 .•H;1, : 1n.J uJ1):J .lwlij-(!ll.~O/J , ,(i1,.J(,.i 
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ABSTRACT 

A new organic nonlinear optical (NLO) material. 2-(4-chlorophenoxy)-N'-((lE)-1-(4-fluorophenyl) ethyli-
denel acetohydrazide (4CP4FPEA), has been synthesized and single crystals were grown using DMF as 
solvent. The compound was characterized by I H NMR and single X-ray diffraction analyses. Analysis 
of intermolecular interactions was carried our by mapping Hirshfeld surfaces over 2D fingerprint plots. 
d11or111 and curvedness using Crystal Explorer. Open aperture 2-Scan experimental curve showed that the 
4CP4FPEA molecule exhibits lower transmittance at the focus at 532 nm wavelength. 4CP4FPEA exhibits 
good optical limiting behavior at the wavelength 532 nm. Estimated excited state absorption cross-section 
(a,,) and ground state absorption cross-section (a,) are found to be 3.59 x 10- 11cm2 and 1.9 x 10-21 
cm

2 
respectively (a 1 <<< a t'x) indicating that nonlinear absorption is due to Reverse Saturable Absorp-

tion. Semi-empirical calculations were implemented to calculate static and frequency dependent mean 
polarizability, first-order hyperpolarizability and second-order hyperpolarizability using time-dependent 
Hartree-Fock (TDHF) method. We have observed enhancement in nonlinear optical property compared 
to our previous reported molecule 2-(4-chlorophenoxy)-N'-I( 1 E)-1 -(4-methylphenyl) ethylidene( acetohy-drazide (4CP4MPEA). 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

O 1. Introduction 
terials because of their extraordinary properties like easy manu-
facture. flexibility for structural modifications and their device ap-
plications in Optoelectronics f6- 8J. The prospective applications of 
organic materials with third-order NLO property in the field of 
information technology such as telecommunication. data storage, 
light emitting devices. optical computing, and optical limiting has 
created greater interest in their study f9. IO J. The optimization of 
molecular structural properties is very essential to the design of 
good NLO materials. In recent years. a number of organic materi-
als have been investigated for second and third order NLO appli-
cations f 11- 14[ . NLO materials in general exhibits electron accep-
tor (A) and electron donor (D), connected through rr-conjugated 
bridge which includes A-rr-D-rr-A. A-rr-A. D-rr-A. D-rr-D and 
D-rr-A-rr-D and these structures have a certain push-pull effect 
on the electrons in the molecule f15,IGJ. Such a push-pull struc-
ture serves as electro and photoactive resources in the device ap-
plications such as dye-sensitized solar cells. organic thin film tran-
sistors. organic light-emitling diodes f 17J. In order to avoid darn-

The term nonlinear optics describes the nonlinear relationship 
between dielectric polarization (P) and electric field (E) in opti-
cal media and it has become a foundation of the emerging field 
of photonics. where photons are used instead of electrons for sig-
nal transmission and processing [ ·1 /. Recently. NLO materials have 
been identified in a variety of applications such as second har-
monic generation (SHG). third-harmonic generation (THG). electro-
optic switches, frequency shifting. and optical signal processing 
[2 J. Different classes of NLO materials such as organic. inorganic, 
and semi organic materials have been identified for the develop-
ment of practical electronic devices but still require further ma-
terials development and characterization [ 3-5 j. Overall, these de-
veloped materials organic materials are superior to the other ma-

• Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: ragli 11p ltvtr,nh·~~•·~)!m,1i ! 1. rJ1n (S. Raghc1vendrc1). 
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Abstract 

The nonlinear optical behaviour of silk, a natural fibre, is investigated in this study. We have 
considered silk in the cocoon, fibre and film forms ofbivoltine and multivoltine breeds. The nonlinear 
absorption and optical limiting studies were performed using the open aperture Z-scan technique at 
I 064 nm. Interestingly, silk in cocoon and fibre form possess saturable absorption (SA), whereas silk 
in the film form exhibits reverse saturable absorption (RSA). This shift is attributed to the removal of 
sericin during the regeneration of silk into a film. Further, silk films exhibit optical limiting behaviour, 
whose limiting thresholds are in the order of 1012 W cm- 2

• Functional data analysis (FDA), a statistical 
approach, is employed to draw correlations amongst physical parameters. FDA offers good insight 
into the dependencies between silk varieties and their optical parameters. This helps in identifying the 
sample possessing the best properties. 

Introduction 

Studies on biopolymers such as proteins and fibres are quite an exciting area of research. Several efforts have 
been made to use proteins as an effective material in bioelectronicsand biomedical optics (I, c). Interaction 
between protein systems and laser light is of increased interest in recent times ( 3]. Silk, a natural protein, is used 
in textile and biomedical industries due to its remarkable optical and mechanical properties [·I]. The primary silk 
structure consists of Alanine, Glycine and Sericin (Gly-AJa-Gly-AJa-Gly-Ser], the amino acid composition 
of silk fibres forming the crystalline region. The secondary structure of fibroin is of irregular coil type and 
anti parallel /J-sheet type, which includes ihe polar side chains for amorphous areas [5 ]. Silk fibres obtained from 
the silkworm Bombyx mori offer strong, implantable, and biocompatible base material that can be processed to 
have excellent optical properties [ G ]. 

The studies on nonlinear optically active materials are growing extensively due to their potential applications 
in photonics. Nonlinear optics gives information about the change in the material's optical parameters when 
interacting with the laser beam. Change in transmitted laser light in the far-field with the focus of a Gaussian 
beam through the silk sample is of recent interest in searching for new NLO materials ( 7J. The study of nonlinear 
optical absorption, including saturable absorption (SA) and reverse saturable absorption (RSA), is essential for 
photonic applications [8]. The researcher's investigation revealed that switching between SA to RSA and 
vice versa is more applicable in a similar field [9]. Both the SJ\ and RSA process depends on the comparative 
strengths of the ground state and excited state absorption. When the ground state absorption is larger than the 
excited state absorption, SA can occur, and RSA occurs when theabs~rption of the excited state is much better 
than the ground state [ I OJ. The variation of the nonlinear absorption of a solid film is, in general, are highly 
advantageous in on -chip optoelectrical application [ I I (. N LO materials have gained incredible attention for 

--- -
© 2021101' Publishing Ltd 
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Sol-gel derived pure and Tin (Sn) doped ZnO thin Rims were deposited on the glass substrate by cost-effective 
spin-coating method. The innuencc of Sn incorporation on the structural, morphological, optical, and elec-
trical properties of ZnO films was investigated by varying Sn concentration. X-ray diffraction reveals the hex-
agonal crystal structure with a preferential orientation of the crystallites along c-axis in ZnO film after doping 
with Sn. The transparency of ZnO thin film in the visible region is increased significantly from 72% to 93% after 
Sn incorporation into the ZnO matrix. The grain size of the film decreased from 27 nm to 20 nm after doping with 
Sn. The widening of optical band gap from 3.23 to 3.29 eV i.e., a blue shift of absorption edge with Sn doping is 
attributed to a combination of the Burstein-Moss effect and electron-impurity scattering. Urbach energy values 
have shown thm Sn dopant decreases the width of the band tail of localized states. The electrical properties of the 
films revealed the decrement of lhe conductivity in the doped film. The decrement in 1he conductivity upon Sn 
doping is explained considering the grain-boundary conduction model and piezoelectric scattering mechanism. 
The Figure of Merit was calculated to assess the efficiency of the prepared film and was found that the film Sn: 
ZnO (3 at.%) shows the highest value. The obtained results confirm that Sn dopant has considerable effects on the 
properties of ZnO thin films and can be used as promising transparent conducting oxide films for optoelectronic 
applications. 

I. Introduction 

The increasing demand for transparent conducting oxide (TCO) thin 
films for various optoelectronic devices is stimulating the researchers to 
develop an inexpensive, flexible and stable TCO film with high optical 
transmittance with low resistivity. TCO thin films have a tremendous 
interest in the industry and are extensively studied because of their 
demand for various devices such as solar cells, surface acoustic devices, 
flat panel displays, gas sensors etc., 11-4]. Majority of the TCO materials 
exhibiting optical transmittance and electrical conductivity are ternary 
or binary compounds, containing one or two metallic elements I:~ I. 
Further, the wide band gap nature of the TCO materials suppresses the 
extinction coefficient significantly in the visible region. Among different 
TCO materials, II-JV semiconductor ZnO and ZnO based compounds are 
most promising non-toxic and inexpensive TCO materials and are 
favourable alternatives to high-cost Indium tin oxide (ITO) and Sn0

2 
films l~>I . The wide band gap (~3.3 eV) and the large exciton binding 

* Corresponding author: 
E-mail address: iyo th1~.1: r r.! o (<i:grn:11l.r n 11 (F:J. Serrao). 
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energy ( ~60 meV) of ZnO are the encouraging entities for the re-
searchers to explore the properties of undoped and doped ZnO thin films 
which lead to several optical and optoelectronic devices. The intrinsic 
ZnO further shows n-type conductivity in its intrinsic condition. This 
unintentional conducting behaviour originates mostly by the native 
defects induced in ZnO as predicted by different authors [:l,6]. Addi-
tionally, the conductivity and transparent properties of the films can be 
effectively tuned with the active involvement of the dopants into the 
host matrix. Various research studies have explored that the properties 
of ZnO can be enhanced by adding of appropriate dopants 17-•Ji , Srini-
vasulu et al. I I O I performed Fe doping into ZnO thin films using a simple 
spray pyrolysis technique. A transition of preferential crystallites 
orientation in ZnO films from (002) plane to (101) is noticed upon Fe 
incorporation into the host matrix. Further, at optimal doping concen-
tration, larger values of transmittance and band gap are also noticed. 
Along with optoelectronic properties, dopants can also influence other 
parameters for various applications. For instance, W. Vallejo et al. have 
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Highlights 

• Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies and its analysis. 

• Intermolecular interactions are addressed by Hirshfeld surfaces. 

() • 3D-lnteraction energy studies to understand crystal packing. 

• Charge density distributions are studied. 

Abstract 

Get rights and content 

The title compound (C15H17Cl02), was crystallized in monoclinic system with P21;c space 
group. The Cgl ring in the compound was puckered and displayed a half-chair conformation. 
In the crystalline solid of title compound the molecules are held together through cationic 
and anionic synthons of the type C-H ... 0. The qualitative evaluation of these interactions 
were performed by Hirshfeld and its related fingerprint plots. The propensity of the crystal 
packing was determined by enrichment ratios. Three dimensional architecture of the crystal 
packing was stabilized by interaction energies hence, it was carried out by using the accurate 
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Highlights 
• The novel compound was synthesized and characterized by IT-IR, GC-Mass, 1H 

8 and 13C NMR. 

• The single crystal XRD of2-chloro-3-phenyl-5,5-dimethylcyclohex-2-en-1-one 
was studied and analyzed. 

• Molecular docking studies of the molecule was perfon:ned on different proteins, 
to screen its properties. 

• Analysis ofintermolecular interactions by Hirshfeld surfaces and its related 2D 
fingerprint plots are reported. 

• Interaction energies between the molecular pairs was studied and analyzed. 

Abstract 
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Abstract 

The central theme of this work is Synthesis of 

zirconium oxide nanoparticles (ZrO 2NPs) through 

solution combustion technique as well as their 

structural and morphological characterization using 

XRD, SEM and TEM. Electrochemical detection of 

paracetamol (PA) is described using ZrO:iNPs 

Modified Carbon Paste Electrode (ZMCPE). From the 

XRD analysis confirms that the particles are 

crystalline nature and in tetragonal phase, the 

average particle size found to be 35 nm. From SEM 

analysis it is observed that, whatever materials 

formed is porous in nature and these particles were 

appears to be uniform. HRTEM discloses that, the 

hllps://link.springer.com/article/10 .1007Is10904-020-01743 -y 
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Abstract. A novel organic crystal namely (2E, 4E)-[dimethylamino) phenyl]- l-(4methylphenyl) penta-2, 
4-dien-1-one has been grown successfully from the slow evaporation method. The single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction study revealed that the compound belongs to the orthorhombic crystallographic system with non-
centrosymmetric P212121 space group with lallice parameters tx = 7.1354(3) A. p = 11.2112(7) A and 
20.0744( 11) A. The thermal properties have been studied by using Thermo Gravimetric (TG) and Differential 
Scanning calorimetry (DSC). The second harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency of the compound is 2.9 times 
that of urea for Nd-Y AG laser operating at wavelength I 064 nm. We also report -,he results of thermally 
induced third-order nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of NLO material investigated by Z-scan technique 
using continuous wave (CW) laser. The calculated values of ,.f> (esu) , ;{ 'l (esu) and ,.Pl are of the order of 
I0-

7
esu, I0-8 esu and I0- 7 csu, respectively. The estimated value of the non-linear refractive index is found 

to be - 4.21 x 10- R cm2/W. The compound also exhibits promising optical limiting properties at 532 nm 
wavelength. 

Keywords. Acentric; nonlinear; crystal growth: Z scan; optical limiting. 

l. Introduction 

In the recent years, non-linear optics plays an impor-
tant role in the recognition and development of many 
photon related applications such as optical data stor-
age, optical signal process ing , harmonic generators, 

*F,,r c:orrcspondenr.:c 

optical limiting and optical switching, etc. H The 
nonlinear optical (NLO) propeny of organic material 
is governed by the delocalization of the electrons 
present in individual molecular chromophores with 
donor-rr-acceptor conjugation and delocalization of 
these rr-electron systems connecting the donor and 
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The title compound (C 15 11 17CI02 ), was c1yst,111ized in monoclinic system with P211.- space group. The Ci 
ring in the compound w,1s puckered and displayed a half-chair conformation. In the crystalline solid 
title compound the molecules are held together through cationic and anionic synthons of the type C-H ... 
The qualitative evaluation of these inte,,Ktions were performed by llirshreld and its related. lingerpri 
plots. The propensity or thl' nystal packing was drtenninc<l by enrichment ratios. lliree dimension 
architecture of the crystal packing was stabilized by interaction energies hence. it was carried out ; 
using the accurate energy density model of C3LYP/6-311G(d,p). The electron density p(r) studies was al 
carried out m describe the nature of chemical bonding between the critical bond points. Laplacian or r 
electron densities 'v2 p(r) were calculated to identify the points where the charges are appearing to · 
concentrated in the title compound. 

Charge density analysis 

1. Introduction 

Halogen,1ted compounds are widely used in the manufacture of 
·ih.irmJceutical produ(ts, agrochemicals and fine chemic,1ls. They 

.-ive as potent intermediates in organic transformations. In this 
reg,ird, Suzuld-Miyaura cross coupling reactions have gained im-
mense recognition worldwide, due to the simple reaction con-
ditions, less reaction duration and easily removable by products 
formed during the reaction. Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling reac-
tions facilitate the synthesis of a wide range of organic molecules 
which are otherwise difficult Lo synthesize. The coupling reaction 
has gained immense recognition over a short period of time and 
,1ttributed to the wide ,1pplicability of the reaction. 

Ary! substituled cyclic compounds belong to an important class 
of org,1nic compounds, forming precursors for the synthesis of a 
wide range of natural products [ 1.:8 j. 

Our laboratory, over the past four decades has dealt with the 
synLhesis of some novel unsymmetrical dihalogeanted vicinal cyclk 
halides, which serve as potent precursors in regioselective, metal 
cat,1lyzed cross coupling reactions. In this regard, we have been 

• Corresponding author at: Deparrmc111 of E11nineering Physics, Adichunchanagiri 
lnstirutr of Technology, Chikk,11n,1galmu·· '.i77 IU2. l(,m1.1t,1k,1 , l11di,1. 
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successful in optimizing reactions such as: Buchwald [SIi; Suzu~ 
Miyaura-(101: Heck-: Negeshi-: Sonagashira-: [11 I and Wurtz-Fitt 
cross coupling reactions I 12j. In our previous work we had r 
ported the synthesis of two novel unsymmetrical dihalo- cor 
pounds by sequential halogenations, using simple reagents a1 
their coupling with boronic acids to obtain novel aryl- substitut, 
chloro-5,5-dimethyl-2-cyclohexenones I 13j. 

Cyclohexenone is one of the popular organic compound, bei1 
a multi dimensional starting material mainly used in the synth 
sis of different chemical products like pharmaceuticals and fr 
grances [14 J. In the title compound, cyclohexenone bears -hete 
and -halo functional groups. Hence, the presence or these ,llor 
may add relatively more potency towards binding or a moleCl 
to the host candidate. Also, designing of drugs requires some I: 
sic knowledge on the nature of chemical bonding, electrostatic p 
tentials and crystal structure of the molecule which reveals the ; 
rangement of atoms and packing of molecules in a crystalline sol 
This is quite essential to relate the structure with its biological , 
tivity [ 15 j. Presence of intermolernlar hydrogen bonding. elecu 
static and sho1t or weak van der Waal's interactions also plays 
a major role in drug binding at the active site of protein recepl 
I !GI. Hence it may be noted that, in the year 1989 Gautham R [ 
siraju also described crystal engineering as "the understanding 
intermolecular interactions and utilization of such understand1 
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1. Introduction 

ABSTRACT 

The present work describes the crystal structure. third-order nonlinear optical (NLO) properties and 
Hirshfeld Surface (HFs) analysis of 1-(4-nitrophenyl)-3-(2. 3. 4.-trimethoxyphenyl) prop-en-1-one (2, 
3.4TMNC). The synthesized material was characterised by FT-IR, FT-Raman. UV-Visible. NMR l'H. "c 
(

1
H)I and single crystal X-ray diffraction techniques. TGA-DTA analysis revealed that crystal has higher 

thermal stability. HFs analysis is performed to visualize intra and intermolecular interact ions (C-H ·· ·O). 
The third-order NLO properties were studied using standard open and closed aperture Z-Scan technique 
with a continuous wave (CW) DPSS laser (), = 532 nm). The calculated values of nonlinear refraction 
coefficient {n2), third-order nonlinear susceptibility (x0 1) and nonl inear absorption coefficient W) were 
found to be of the order of - 10- 9 cni2/W. 10- 7 esu and 10- 5 cmw- 1 respectively. Normalized trans-
mittance is decreased with increased input intensity of laser i.e. 2, 3, 4 TMNC showed good optical 
limiting property. The optical limiting threshold was found to be 3.36 kJ/cm'. Thus, the title chalcone 
derivative is a potential material for optical limiting applications. 

<D 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

In the field of nonlinear optics, organic materials have gained 
greater attention because of their importance in optical commu-
nication, laser frequency conversion, optical limiting, all-optical 
switching and optical data storage I 1- 41. Nonlinear optical (NLO) 
materials having strong two-photon absorptions are very much 
useful due to their tremendous applications (5,6). In conjugaled 
org,mic materials (containing alternative single and double bond), 
the delocalization property of the rr electrons makes their 

distribution highly deformable. which gives rise to enhancement of 
optical nonlinearities and hence the organic systems shows better 
NLO response than inorganic counter part (7.8 J. Recently. re-
searchers have recognized organic NLO materials containing Nitro 
group as a most possible candidates for both second and third-
order nonlinear applications because of their high NLO co-
efficients ('l ,101. Also Nitro groups are well identified for their good 
acceptor strength and high melting points which is crucial pa-
r,1meters for NLO device applications I I 1,1 :L J. Chalcone is the 
organic material having rr conjugated system and due to the 
overlap of rr orbital. delocalization of electrons leads to a high 
mobility in the electron I 13 I. One could expect high NLO activity 
from the donor-acceptor substituted chalcone derivatives due to 
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